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The BH3 Christmas Lunch Hash (Looks Like Rein…deer)

D

asher munched contentedly on a cool sprig of sedge that peeped out through the light covering
of Finnish snow. In the days before Christmas he and the other seven reindeer liked to relax
after the hard Autumn and early winter training when Father Christmas took them out to circle
the world a few times, harnessed to a sleigh stacked high with lumps of old iron, the idea being to
ensure that the magic that made the sleigh weightless and unaffected by wind resistance was always
working. So far, it had been successful and the team of reindeer had worked well together – anyone
not pulling their weight (though there was little to pull) would interfere with the sleigh’s enchantment and
there was no time to waste on Christmas Eve sorting out team issues. However, Dasher, Dancer,
Prancer, Vixen, Comet, Cupid, Dunder and Blixem had become a little disconcerted, as they did every
year around this time, with what they called ‘The Rudolph Thing’. They were generally an easy-going,
amicable bunch of Rangifer tarandus who got on well with each other but every year it was the same;
all the children talked or sang about was ‘Rudolph The Red-Nosed Reindeer’. ‘Excuse me.’ Thought
Dasher, pawing at the frozen ground with one of his four-toed hooves to uncover a patch of nutritious
reindeer moss. ‘There are eight other reindeer and we were pulling the sleigh long before old scarlet
hooter appeared.’ ‘Oh dear!’ He thought and immediately chastised himself for being rude to a fellow
reindeer. ‘We are very polite animals and it just won’t do to call others names – especially a member of

our team. We need to be as one by Christmas Eve or the children might not get their presents.’ He
wandered over to where Dancer and Vixen were also rooting for moss. “Hello you two.” He said. They
looked up from their excavations. “Hello Dasher.” Replied Vixen. “You look a bit down in the dumps.”
“You do look a bit peaky; Antlers giving you a bit of gyp are they?” Asked Dancer. “Oh it’s just ‘The
Rudolph Thing’”. Explained Dasher, waving his head from side to side and rolling his eyes upwards as

he said it. “I just need to get it out of my mind so I can concentrate on our delivery deadline.” (Since
Amazon had exploded into the online retail distribution space the reindeer had picked up on some of
the buzzwords.) “Think I’ll go for a gallop.” “Where will you go?” Asked Dancer. “Umm. Not sure.”
Replied Dasher. “The Urals? Yosemite? Namibia?” “How about we spin the magic globe and it will send
you to where I stop it with my antler.” Suggested Vixen. He made some strange movements in the air
with his hoof and a large globe appeared, covered with images of the seas and continents. This was
one of the magical navigation methods used by Father Christmas and the reindeer. On Christmas Eve
they could see at a glance the most efficient and fastest route to take. Any serious weather issues or
flight path problems would show clearly and the globe would point out the best way round these. Right
now the reindeer were using the ‘Auto-Send’ facility that would immediately and magically teleport an
animal or person to the place selected. Even though the traveller didn’t know where they were going.
“Dasher.” Said Vixen. “You spin it. I’ll close my eyes and stick my antler in.” “Okeydoke.” Said Dasher
and used his hoof to start the rotations. The big globe spun slowly and Vixen closed his eyes before
suddenly leaning forward and poking his antler at somewhere in the Northern hemisphere. There was
a flash and the place where Dasher stood seemed to fold in on itself before unfolding rapidly and leaving
a reindeer-free space. Vixen leaned back from the globe. “I do hope he enjoys his gallop.” He said to
Dancer. I switched his magical status to ‘Earthly’ for a couple of hours.” Dancer grinned (in a reindeer
kind of way). “So he can only run at non-magical pace for that time. Oh, he’ll enjoy that. Ho ho ho.” In a
merry mood they returned to their moss-foraging, occasionally hiccupping with laughter.
Dasher shook his head to recover from the mind-jolting globe journey. He was glad of the invisibility it
gave him since he was standing in a pub car park amongst a crowd of people wearing running clothes
and Father Christmas hats and a dog named Masie with a stuffed toy elf strapped to her back. One
rather upper-class lady had a Christmas wreath around her neck! ‘Where on earth is this?’ He pondered.
He found he was standing next to a slender chap with snow white hair who was wearing a pair of shorts
with two red feet on their back apparently sliding into his bottom. ‘Not only where.’ He thought. ‘But
what?’ The chap seemed to be somewhat surprised that he had felt something furry brush against his
elbow and was talking into some kind of recording machine. Listening and watching further Dasher
realised that everyone had strange names. “Hello Hashgate.” Said a tall fellow with a silver ponytail.
Dasher figured that ‘Hashgate’ was a pretty strange name. Though, of course, he reasoned Dunder and
Blitzem were pretty strange names for reindeer.
The person in charge was called SkinnyDipper and she addressed the crowd, welcoming them to ‘The
Christmas Hash’. ‘No idea what that is.’ Thought Dasher and he was even more confused (apparently
like the rest of the group) when an old
fellow, wearing a red coat with white fur
trimming and a red beret with some
mistletoe on it told everyone that they were
to enjoy a ‘live trail’ and should ‘act as a
group to help each other find it’. He then
shouted, “On Out.” And everyone trotted
out of the back of the car park and into a
wet field. Dasher decided to go with them.
After all, he’d wanted a gallop (he’d
realised he was on ‘Earthy’ magical status
so would have to go slowly) and the people
seemed to want one too. He also decided
to stick with Hashgate since he seemed
reasonably sensible and not inclined to run
too fast.
‘They’re following blobs of flour.’ Realised Dasher. ‘Wonder why?’ The group worked its slippery way
alongside a lake where a number of people slid sideways on the sloping, muddy path. ‘They should
have widespread hooves like mine.’ Thought Dasher, as he trotted sure-footedly along behind the
bobbing form of Hashgate who was speaking breathlessly into his recording machine. ‘Surely it would
be a lot easier without it’. Dasher supposed. ‘Father Christmas could never control the sleigh, work out
the navigation and deliver the presents with one of those in his hand.’
The group stopped where there were little flour circles and wandered about, scratching their heads.
Dasher sniffed at the first one, tasted it with his tongue, sneezed and decided it was nowhere as tasty
as reindeer moss. Hashgate looked round, wondering where the sneeze had come from and why he
could smell animal fur. He figured the Hash was confusing enough without ghostly sneezes and strange
smells. Perhaps a little too much powdered rhino horn in the cornflakes this morning?

Dasher rather liked Hashgate’s pace. While he was used to starting and stopping, his style was more
flashing through the night sky at thousands of miles per hour and halting in a nano-second, whereas
Hashgate’s progress was altogether more stately, punctuated with wheezing comments into his
machine, followed by leisurely braking to a walking pace. This occurred half way across a wide field,
over which a line of electricity pylons marched
silently. A certain Dr Pooh caught up with
Hashgate and began to educate him about
them. “These are old pylons.” He intoned
sagely. “Though some of the line spacers are
new and some of the double insulators have
been replaced with singles.” “Ah. Oh. Yes.
Hmm. I see.” Replied Hashgate. It was obvious
to Dasher that Hashgate’s knowledge of pylons
was almost as lacking as his. They trotted on,
catching up with WaveRider, Donut and
Swallow (more strange names!) from whom the
main group had broken off. It seemed that they
were lost. ‘Be great if I could fly right now.’
Thought Dasher. ‘Then I could see where the
others have gone and nudge Hashgate in the
right direction.’ WaveRider began to chat to
Hashgate, telling him that she had been using Alexa, with her granddaughter Katie, to ask Father
Christmas how he was getting on with his Christmas preparations. Dasher’s ears pricked up. ‘I didn’t
know the old fellow was participating in social media. Perhaps we could get some pictures of the elves
and us reindeer on Instagram. Mind you, if we started on Facebook and Twitter we’d never get the
childrens’ presents delivered.’
Two delightful shaggy Shetland ponies nipped across their paddock when they saw Dasher (they can
see invisible reindeer) and Hashgate stopped to stroke their noses, pleased at the thought that they
had come over to see him. ‘Little did he know.’ Dasher smiled to himself. He nodded his antlers in
greeting to them and they snorted in return.
They entered a narrow track, bounded by thorny hedgerows with Lonely, following Toppleova and
WattsBrewing who were being helped by Whinge. Both are partially sighted and the lad was pointing
out rabbit holes and low branches. Lonely was being nudged on occasion by Dasher, which confused
him slightly, so he hopped through a gap in the hedge and ran on along the field edge to where the trail
split into the Walkers’ and Runners’ routes. ‘Curious’. Thought Dasher, as Hashgate took the Runners’
route. ‘I thought he’d joined the walkers at the rate he was going.’
Hashgate caught up with SkinnyDipper, Dr Pooh and ChocChuck (‘The names get curiouser and
curiouser.’ Said Dasher to himself.) who all seemed lost at a flour circle at the end of a road called
Bottom Lane. ‘Wonder what they’ll do now?’ Pondered Dasher. Fortunately, they remembered the road
from last year and decided to run along it (it had been on the Out Trail last year) even though there
were no flour blobs. Dasher trotted happily after them. He was enjoying himself among this happy crowd
of people, even if they didn’t have a clue where they were going. They spotted the walkers much further
up the road and even though the red-coated Motox was shouting “No. On Back.” to them they carried
on and caught up with Mrs Blobby, PennyPitstop, BigandBouncy and a few others, including BlindPew,
who appeared suddenly… and was also lost. Dasher had always thought that humans didn’t have a
clue what they were doing at least half the time and this was certainly proving his belief. Then runners
such as Rampant, AWOL, CouchPotato and Zebedee came past them, AWOL almost cannoning off
Dasher’s rear end as he wobbled past on his wonky leg. Dasher became even more confused when
one of the Hares, Slapper, drove towards and past the group in his car, waving and smiling. What on
earth are these people doing?!
Dasher leapt the tricky fallen tree trunks by the canal and waited for Hashgate, Dunny, TC and
Desperate to clamber over it. Then ran alongside Hashgate with WaveRider as they enjoyed the flat
canal path and the beautiful view across the water and tree-lined banks. It was a short lope in the rough
grass that paralleled the road to the pub and it pleased Dasher to see Mr Blobby with his youngsters:
Thea, Macy and Rachel (he hoped he’d got the names right) come bounding past, full of energy.
Dasher felt a sudden tingling in his fur and knew his ‘gallop’ was about to end. With an invisible flash
he disappeared, to reappear next to Vixen and Dancer who were waiting for him in the snow. “How was
your trip?” Asked Vixen. “You look a lot happier.” Dasher replied, “If I told you what I’ve been doing
you’d believe it as much as some adults do about Father Christmas. I had a great time with some lovely
people. I’ve realised that it doesn’t matter if Rudolph is the only reindeer who gets sung about. It’s being
part of a group of friends having a wonderful time that’s important.” “You’re not wrong there.” Agreed

Dancer. “We’re very lucky. Rudolph’s found a big crop of excellent reindeer moss. Shall we go and join
him and the rest and eat it? We’re
going to need all the energy we can get
very soon.” Dasher leapt in to the air
excitedly and clicked his rear hooves
together. “Let’s go! It’s nearly
Christmas!”
Our grateful Yuletide thanks to Slapper
and Motox for their Trail. An hour or so
of shiggy and an invisible reindeer
(appropriately named for Hashing)
followed by Christmas lunch. Lovely!

BH3 Christmas Lunch
ny Hash event that involves food attracts BH3 en masse. The pub had managed to squeeze
enough tables in their rear room to cater for the fifty or so Hashers who thronged in, ordered
enough drinks to float a battleship and sat in happily chatting ranks awaiting their Christmas
meals.

A

Donut and I sat up one end of the long set of tables with PissQuick, Glittertits, Florence, Slips and
Snowy. And had a great time! The starters and main courses arrived hot and tasty, overseen by the
landlady whose professional and friendly organisation ensured our meals were served quickly and
correctly. Mind you she was slightly phased while taking orders for the puddings. She asked PissQuick
what she had ordered and the reply was, “Turkey and custard.” There was much rolling of eyes and
smiling by the rest of us and she was embarrassed enough to turn a Christmassy shade of red.
We had some quizzes, excellently put together by Twanky and
MessengerBoy. They handed round sheets of paper on which were
a set of obscured photographs where we had to figure out which
Hasher was in each, a musical quiz where we had to identify song
titles and artists related to the theme ‘Gold’ when they played a
snatch of each. Had it not been for me scoffing at PissQuick’s
assertion that one song was sung by Dolly Parton – “Oh shut up.”
I said in a very ungentlemanly way – our team (‘The Interlekshuals’)
would have won the thing instead of coming second. My sincere
apologies PQ; I was writing down the answers and got carried
away with the importance of wielding the pen.
The third part of
the quiz was the naming of the entire set of champagne bottle
sizes, in order. I cannot tell a lie – Snowy handed me his phone on
which he had looked up the list and I just wrote them down.
However, we didn’t mark these for our team. That would have been
taking ‘initiative’ too far. Apparently, LoudonTasteless got quite a
few of the names… which merely confirms the dissolute lifestyle
he lives.
We won a large bottle of Chardonnay for our efforts and Glittertits
A Melchizedek 30-litre bottle of
suggested to me that we should auction it, with the money going to
champagne.
charity. “Great idea!” I agreed and he got up to take the microphone
and announce this. “We’ve decided to auction our prize for charity.”
He said. “I’ll start the bidding at £20.” Like lightning, Whinge responded with, “It’s yours!” Slapper finally
coughed up £30 for the bottle so a ‘well done’ from us for his charitable contribution and no doubt it has
been drunk by now.
Father Christmas1 arrived and handed out presents to the eager recipients who were thrilled to receive
items such as a miniature ten-pin bowling set (BH3 is easily pleased… especially after a few drinks).
This is always great fun and hoots of laughter accompanied the unwrapping of many of the Secret
Santas.

1

Iceman

Down Downs were presided over by C5, since RA Motox had laid the Trail today. You can see the
details below.
We had a really fun time at our Christmas lunch and we all thank the Committee for their work to
organise such a(nother) successful event.
At the end of this Gobsheet you’ll find some pictures of some of BH 3 wearing Christmas head furniture.
Enjoy!
A Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year to all and here’s to next year’s fun-packed Hashing.
On On.

Hashgate.

Down Downs
Since RA Motox was a Hare today, C5 stood in for him and awarded the following in the cosy confines
of the pub.

Who Got It

Why

Motox
RandyMandy

For being an excellent RA over the year.
C5 asked us all to guess Motox’ age and she guessed the nearest with
28… Hmm.
Trout
Our visitor today all the way from Turkey (appropriately enough).
Holly, Rachel, Thea, Mr and Mrs Blobby’s family group of visitors. What a nice bunch of
Macy, Mr Blobby
people! Hope I’ve spelt the names correctly.
NoStyle, Carloss,
Birthday people. Happy ones to them!
FalseTart
Austin, Holly
Two members of the bar staff. It was Austin’s birthday and both looked
after us exceptionally well.
Dunny, Posh
For their Christmas Hash attire. Posh’s wreath actually lit up while she
was wearing it.
For entertaining those around her on the Trail by slipping and sliding
Michelle
dramatically but not actually falling over. She was likened to John Curry
by C5.
Whinge
Was awarded the ‘La Pecarina’ apron for his navigational skills during the
Trail.
Slapper, Motox
Today’s Christmas Hares. Well done chaps!
Twanky, MessengerBoy Today’s quizmeisters. Didn’t they do well!

BH3 prepares for Festive fun.
Snowy strips off!

Zebedee sports a reindeer.

C5’s turkey.

Shitfer with antlers. He grew them specially
for the event.

Twanky in the Christmas spirit (Christmas
Well Past It if you ask me…).

Rampant full of Christmas spirit (mainly
beer).

Glittertits enjoys wearing his Secret Santa
(given by AWOL – who else?).

Up and Coming
Run

Date

Grid
Reference

Venue

Hares

Additional

25Dec19

SU667684

Christmas Day Live Trail
The Six Bells
The Hatch, Burghfield RG30 3TH

Motox

2197

29Dec19

SU497680

AWOL and friends

2198

05Jan20

SU706804

The Taste of England
Lower Henwick Farm, Turnpike
Rd, Thatcham RG18 3AP
The Hare and Hounds,
Woodlands Road, Sonning
Common RG4 9TE
* Hash Chips will be served *

Donut
Hashgate
Shitfer

